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Information for Models

Introduction
High quality aesthetics treatments with no compromise at very low prices
All our delegates who will perform on you are medically qualified and registered
with regulatory bodies based in the UK. Most of them are doctors, dentists and
nurses who have good experience in medical injections under direct supervision of
one of our expert trainers.
We use the best products available, bought from UK pharmacies.
You will receive a high standard treatment at a very low price.

Why choose the Youth Doctor Academy?
All the procedures will be performed by medically qualified people under
direct supervision of expert trainers.
We use the best and the newest products available.
Treatments are at almost cost price.
We follow all the medical regulations according to government standards.
Treatments take place at a very luxury and easy to reach venue.
You can have regular treatments at minimal prices.
You will learn a lot from being a model as we explain to the delegates a lot of
information that you may find useful.
Being a model on a training day will give you an opportunity to try treatments
you like.
A decrease in the cost of your next treatment.
If you refer a friend to us you will receive a £25 voucher towards your next
treatment.

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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Frequently Asked Questions
How do I become a model?
Register at:
http://www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk/contact-us/become-a-model/
Who will inject me?
A qualified medical practitioner under direct supervision of an expert trainer.
What products will be used?
The original and best products available on the market, such as original Botox
and Juvederm fillers.
Why are the prices so cheap?
Because you are a model for training purposes.
I paid for one treatment, can I have more on the same day?
Yes, as long as the doctor is happy.
Is the quality of the treatment any less than when it is done by the trainer
himself?
All our trainees are medically qualified, experienced practitioners with
experience in injections, and every injection they perform is supervised by our
expert trainers.. We look after our models very well.
Is there any follow up for models after treatment?
If you feel we need to see you, we can arrange that after two weeks from your
treatment. If a top up is needed, then we provide it with a minimal charge as the
original price was very minimal.
Can I bring someone to be with me and watch?
Yes you can. When your turn comes, your friend or partner can join you in the
room and leave with you.
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If I have any queries, who do I contact?
These are our contact details: enquire@theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
What treatments can I have?
Botox: frown, forehead wrinkles, Crow’s feet, bunny line (nose), wide nostrils,
moving nose tip, dimpled chin, downwards mouth, brow lift, gummy smile,
smoker’s line, wide jaw (masseter/Bruxism), neck bands and sweaty armpits.
Fillers: lips, cheeks, marionette line, nasolabial folds, hands and smoker’s line.
How much will I pay?
One area Botox

£85

Two areas Botox

£120

Three areas Botox

£150

One filler

£150

N.B. Any model who pays £300 can have extra 2–6 areas Botox for free
Jaw line sliming

£160

Hand fillers

£150

Sweaty armpits

£200

Neck bands

£200

How do I pay?
http://www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk/prices/
How do I book myself as a model?
Register at:
http://www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk/contact-us/become-a-model/
How many treatments can I have?
You can book as many treatments as you want.
On the day of training, can I have more treatments?
If our trainer suits you, then you can have more treatments as long as payment is
made in full and we have the time and product.
www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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Botox Procedures
What is Botox?
It is a muscle relaxant. In aesthetics, it is mainly used to relax dynamic wrinkles. The
active ingredient is called Botulinum Toxin A which prevents a specific
neurotransmitter from being released into the muscle that prevents muscle
contraction so prevents the wrinkles from happening.
There are two types of wrinkles, static which are present at rest and dynamic
wrinkles that happens upon muscle contractions that is treated by Botox.

Areas treated with Botox
1. Frown

What is a frown?
Frown lines are the wrinkles that appear between the eyebrows.

Why treat forehead lines?
The frown lines give us a serious and angry appearance. We might have noticed this
in our photos. People may tell us we look angry and serious, while what we are
actually doing is concentrating. These days due to many available technologies such
as smartphones, tablets, laptops and books we tend to frown to adjust our eyes and
this later develops into a habit.

4
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How is it treated?
We give small doses of Botox into the frown muscles using a very small needle. The
procedure is almost painless and no anaesthetic or numbness cream is required, but
can be provided upon request.

Useful Information
Procedure time:

10 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

3–4 months

Side effects:

mild weakness of the muscle

Pain:

hardly noticeable

High street clinic price:

£140–£220

Youth Doctor model:

£85

2. Forehead lines

What are forehead lines?
Forehead lines are the horizontal lines in the forehead that occur due to the
contraction of the frontalis muscle.
Forehead lines gives us an aging appearance. While we read books and laptops and
when someone talks to us, we tend to lift our eyes and forehead upwards to see the
person talking to us, so the frontalis muscle becomes stronger and wrinkles show up
making us look much older than our actual age.

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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How are they treated?
We inject four small superficial doses of Botox into the forehead at the frontalis
muscle. The procedure is almost painless and we normally don’t use numbness
cream, although it can be provided upon request.

Useful Information
Procedure time:

10 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

3–4 months

Side effects:

mild weakness of the muscle

Pain:

hardly noticeable

High street clinic price:

£140–£220

Youth Doctor model:

£85

3. Crow’s feet

What are crow’s feet?
Crow’s feet or smiley lines are wrinkles that appear on the side of the eyes when we
laugh or smile. When they are extensive they give us an aging appearance. Making
them subtle with Botox gives us a better smile and younger appearance of age.

6
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How do you treat crow’s feet?
Three small Botox injections at the crow’s feet should be sufficient to treat them.
The injection is done using a small needle at the crow’s feet. The procedure is
almost painless and no numbness cream is required, but can be provided upon
request.

Useful Information
Procedure time:

10 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

3–4 months

Side effects:

minimal bruising may appear that resolves within
1–2 days and can be easily covered with makeup

Pain:

hardly noticeable

High street clinic price:

£140–£220

Youth Doctor model:

£85

4. Brow lift

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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What is brow lift?
It is lifting or arching the far end of the eyebrow, which is considered the ultimate
grooming of the eyebrows.

Why have brow lift?
Two main reasons
i)

Shaping the eyebrows.
A very popular procedure. It gives a nice contour and shaping of the eyebrow
which enhances the beauty of our expressive eye, giving it a sharper and more
attractive appearance.

ii)

Helps with lifting the saggy skin for the upper eyelid which gives us a tired
appearance. With time the eyebrows become flatter, saggy and fall
downwards causing excess skin on our eyelids; this will lead to a tired, aged,
sad appearance.

How is brow lift done?
One small Botox injection in each eyebrow. The procedure is almost painless and no
numbness cream is required, but can be provided upon request.

Useful Information
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Procedure time:

10 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

3–4 months

Side effects:

minimal bruising may appear that resolves within
1–2 days and can be easily covered with makeup

Pain:

hardly noticeable

High street clinic price:

£140–£220

Youth Doctor model:

£85
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5. Bunny lines

What are bunny lines?
Angry, stressful aging wrinkles extending from the nose to the lower part of the eye.
Contraction of the nasalis muscle on the sides of the upper nose gives us unpopular
wrinkles.

How are they treated?
One small Botox injection in each side of the nose is sufficient to relax this muscle.
The procedure is almost painless and no numbness cream is required, but can be
provided upon request.

Useful Information
Procedure time:

10 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

3–4 months

Side effects:

minimal bruising may appear that resolves within
1–2 days and can be easily covered with makeup

Pain:

hardly noticeable

High street clinic price:

£140–£220

Youth Doctor model:

£85

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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6. Jawline slimming (wide jaw treatment)

What is a meant by jawline slimming?
At the side of our jaw we have a muscle called the masseter. When hyperactive and
strong it can make a broad square appearance making our jaw wider and bigger.
Due to the strong muscle contractions, it causes grinding of the teeth and a painful
jaw.

How is it treated?
With Botox injections in the masseter muscles to relax them and make them smaller
giving us a slimmer V-shaped jaw.

Useful Information
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Procedure time:

10 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

3–4 months

Side effects:

if high doses are needed then chewing might
feel a little hard

Pain:

hardly noticeable

High street clinic price:

£300–£400

Youth Doctor model:

£160
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7. Downward mouth

What is downward mouth?
As we age, the mouth can take on a downturned appearance, which creates a very
negative and sour/sad appearance to the face.
The first culprit is a muscle known as the depressor anguli ori (DAO) and it connects
the corners of the mouth to the jaw bone. The DAO is primarily used for facial
expression and allows us to frown our mouth (pulling down the edges of the mouth).

Why treat it?
Botox can relax this muscle improving our appearance and getting rid of this aging,
sad appearance.

How is it treated?
With Botox injections in the DAO muscles to relax them and make them smaller
giving us a slimmer V-shaped jaw.

Useful Information
Procedure time:

10 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

3–4 months

Side effects:

minimal bruising may appear that resolves within
1–2 days and can be easily covered with makeup

Pain:

hardly noticeable

High street clinic price:

£140–£220

Youth Doctor model:

£85

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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8. Neck bands. (Nefertiti neck)

What are neck bands?
The neck contains a thin, broad sheet of muscle called the platysma that is
positioned on each side of the neck. As we age, the tissue and fibres that connect
the platysma to the overlying skin begin to weaken and lose their elasticity.
Overtime the connection between the two platysma muscles also weakens as the
muscles sag and lose their tone. We also lose skin fat and with the effect of gravity,
the neck is pulled down giving it a saggy appearance with neck bands ‘turkey neck’.

How are neck bands treated?
They are treated by extra diluted superficial Botox injections into the neck bands.
We normally dilute 100 units of Botox with 2 ml of bacteriostatic saline. Numbness
cream is applied 20 minutes before the procedure to make it painless.

Useful Information
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Procedure time:

10 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

3–4 months

Side effects:

minimal bruising may appear that resolves within
1–2 days

Pain:

numbness cream is applied 20 minutes before
the procedure so pain is hardly felt

High street clinic price:

£400–£500

Youth Doctor model:

£200
www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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9. Sweaty armpits
Why treat excess sweating?
Hyperhidrosis or excess sweating is a
major problem causing major distress,
anxiety and embarrassment. It can cause
relationship problems, self-confidence
issues and embarrassment at work and
meetings, especially if we are unaware
about this problem.
Although we have sweat glands (eccrine
glands) in our bodies such as in the
armpits (axilla), hands and feet, in this
course we only treat sweaty armpits. If
you want to have your hands or feet
treated, kindly let one of our trainers
know and they will provide a treatment
for you.

How is excess sweating treated?
It is treated by extra diluted Botox injections in the axilla (armpits). We normally dilute
100 units of Botox with 2 ml of bacteriostatic saline, but for sweaty armpits we dilute it in
4 ml of bacteriostatic saline and inject the whole armpit area. Numbness cream is applied
20 minutes before the procedure to make it painless.

Useful Information
Procedure time:

10 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

3–4 months

Side effects:

minimal bruising may appear that resolves within
1–2 days and can be easily covered with makeup

Pain:

numbness cream is applied 20 minutes before
the procedure so pain is hardly felt

High street clinic price:

£400–£600

Youth Doctor model:

£200

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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10. Smoker’s lines

What are smoker’s lines and how are they treated?
They are the lines between the nose and upper lip that give us an aging appearance.
We have a muscle around our mouth called the orbicularis oris which we use to
move the mouth when drinking from a cup or bottle, smoking and applying lipstick.
All of these movements make the muscle stronger and, combined with the natural
aging process, make these lines appear even when we are resting, becoming deeper
and more prominent when we use our mouth.

I don’t smoke so why do I have smoker’s lines?
Because we use our mouth to drink, talk, apply lip stick, use a straw and whistle we get
these lines. They are called smoker’s lines because they are more prominent in smokers.

How are they treated?
A combination of Botox and filler can treat these lines making them softer and less angry.

Useful Information
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Procedure time:

10 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

3–4 months

Side effects:

minimal bruising may appear that resolves within
1–2 days and can be easily covered with makeup

Pain:

hardly noticeable

High street clinic price:

£140–£220

Youth Doctor model:

£85

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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11. Pebbled chin

What is a pebbled chin and why treat it?
A double-shaped muscle in the chin called mentalis can be strong and hyperactive
giving us an unpleasant pebbled (peau d’orange) appearance which gives an aging
appearance and a forward protruding chin.

How is it treated?
With Botox injections into the mentalis muscle making the chin smoother and
slimmer.

Useful Information
Procedure time:

10 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

3–4 months

Side effects:

minimal bruising may appear that resolves within
1–2 days and can be easily covered with makeup

Pain:

hardly noticeable

High street clinic price:

£140–£220

Youth Doctor model:

£85

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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12. Gummy smile

What is a gummy smile?
It is the appearance of the upper gum when we smile making it less attractive.

Why does a gummy line develop?
A muscle which runs from the top of the lips called the levator labii superioris
alaeque nasi contracts so that our upper gum shows when we smile. Many people
don’t like their smile due to this reason and some avoid smiling in photos too.
Relaxing this muscle with Botox helps the upper lip cover the upper gum of our
mouth giving us a more beautiful smile.

How is it treated?
With Botox injections in the levator labii superioris muscle to relax it and enables
the upper lip to cover the upper gum.

Useful Information
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Procedure time:

10 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

3–4 months

Side effects:

minimal bruising may appear that resolves within
1–2 days and can be easily covered with makeup

Pain:

hardly noticeable

High street clinic price:

£140–£220

Youth Doctor model:

£85

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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13. Moving nose

What is moving nose?
The tip of the nose is drawn downwards by contraction of the depressor septi nasi
muscle during smiling. The nasal tip may also droop at rest as a result of aging.

How is it treated?
Treatment with Botox elevates the nasal tip at rest and prevents it from drooping
during smiling. This is achieved by a transcutaneous medial injection at the
columella base of the nose.

Useful Information
Procedure time:

10 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

3–4 months

Side effects:

minimal bruising may appear that resolves within
1–2 days and can be easily covered with makeup

Pain:

hardly noticeable

High street clinic price:

£140–£220

Youth Doctor model:

£85

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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14. Wide nostril

What is wide nostril and why treat it?
Some people might have their nostrils flared up making their nose large.
This is due to a small muscle that engulfs our nostrils called dilator naris which can
be hyperactive leading to wide nostrils, especially in people who suffer from hay
fever and allergies; other people are born with it. Botox treatment can decrease the
size of the nostrils and make the nose smaller.

How is it treated?
One small Botox injection in each side of the nose. The procedure is almost painless
and no numbness cream is required, but can be provided upon request.

Useful Information
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Procedure time:

10 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

3–4 months

Side effects:

minimal bruising may appear that resolves within
1–2 days and can be easily covered with makeup

Pain:

hardly noticeable

High street clinic price:

£140–£220

Youth Doctor model:

£85

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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Fillers Procedures
Dermal fillers are synthetic hyaluronic acid (HA). HA is a glycosaminoglycan, which is
polysaccharide (essentially a very large sugar!). It is naturally occurring in connective
tissue throughout our bodies, with 50% of it being found in our skin.
It is one of the major components of our extracellular matrix (the framework in
which our skin cells sit) and it also has an important role in retaining moisture, as
one molecule alone can hold up to 1000 times its own weight in water. However, as
we age our body's natural production of hyaluronic acid slows down leading to loss
of volume and skin laxity and development of lines and folds.
Fillers are popular treatments used for softening wrinkles, laughter lines, facial lines
and wrinkles caused naturally by aging or sun exposure. Combined with a local
anaesthetic, dermal fillers are injected into the skin to give your face a natural
volume, leaving your skin completely hydrated and youthful.
Popular areas to add volume and fullness include the lips, cheeks and bridge of the
nose. For smoothing and plumping lines and wrinkles, popular treatment areas
include around the forehead, eyes, mouth, chin, neck, décolletage and hands.

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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1. Lips
This is the most popular filler procedure in the UK. There are different styles and
objectives. Lip fillers are googled every 20 minutes in the UK.

Why are lip fillers popular?
They can enhance our beauty and self-esteem.
We might not have the volume or shape we want for our lips or the lip line and
Cupid’s bow are not as well defined as we’d like. Lip fillers can help achieve these
goals.
We might notice the following in our lips when we look at the mirror:
Not enough lip volume, not as full or plum as we desire.
Thin lips due to low volume.
Unclear border on the outside of the lips (vermillion border) which we try to
correct with the lip liner.
Poorly developed vermillion border and philtrum which makes the ridge
between the upper lip and nose.
Smoker line.

20
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What can I have done for my lips?
i)

Volumization:

This is where we inject the soft filler into your lip increasing the volume and
make a soft pout in the centre if desired.

ii)

Definition (shaping):

This is when we inject at the outer border of the lip line (vermillion border) giving
the lip good definition, making it sharper and more distinguished which is much
better than the effect of a makeup liner. We can also do the Cupid’s bow and
philtrum which will make the lip very defined, stand out and enhance the effect
of lipstick.

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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iii)

Volumization and shaping:

By doing both volume enhancement
and shaping.

iv)

Smoker’s line treatment:

This can be combined with Botox.

Useful Information
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Procedure time:

30 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

6–9 months

Side effects:

mild swelling and bruising

Pain:

numbness cream applied

High street clinic price:

£280–£375

Youth Doctor model:

£150

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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2. Cheeks
This is the second most popular filler procedure after lip fillers. It is done for various
reasons, such as:
i)

Enhancing cheek appearance

To make the face more beautiful. Common in females aged between 18 and
36 as it makes the face more of a heart or V-shape as the cheek bones
become more prominent.

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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ii)

Replacing volume

With age, we lose fat volume from our cheeks which makes them flat and due
to the effect of gravity we develop folds, such as nose to mouth lines
(nasolabial lines) and mouth to chin lines (marionette lines).
All of these can be treated with dermal fillers.

24
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iii)

Improving the contours of the face and cheeks

This is both anti-aging and improves the contours of the cheeks and face to
smooth out any mid irregularities, lines and shadows making a smoother and
more beautiful shaped cheek.

Useful Information
Procedure time:

30 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

immediately

Duration:

18–24 months

Side effects:

mild swelling and bruising

Pain:

numbness cream applied

High street clinic price:

£280–£375

Youth Doctor model:

£150

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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3. Nasolabial folds

What are nasolabial folds?
They are the deep folds that run from the side of the nose at an angle to the mouth.
They develop as a natural process of aging as we lose fat and volume from our
cheeks and due to the effect of gravity deep folds appear in the area. This gives us
an aging appearance.

How do you treat them?
With dermal fillers injected into this area, we restore volume and improve these
folds giving us a nice, younger and happier face and smile.

Useful Information
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Procedure time:

30 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

immediately

Duration:

12–18 months

Side effects:

mild swelling and bruising

Pain:

numbness cream applied

High street clinic price:

£280–£375

Youth Doctor model:

£150

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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4. Marionette lines

What are marionette lines?
They are the deep lines that run from the angle of the
mouth to the chin giving us a sad grumpy appearance.
These lines develop as part of the aging process,
smoking and tend to help develop and worsen the
jowls too.

How are the treated?
With dermal fillers injected at the side of the mouth
after applying numbness cream helping to treat the
sad appearance of our mouth.

Useful Information
Procedure time:

30 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

immediately

Duration:

12–18 months

Side effects:

mild swelling and bruising

Pain:

numbness cream applied

High street clinic price:

£280–£375

Youth Doctor model:

£150

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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5. Hands
What do you mean by aging hands?
Our hands are exposed to all sorts of
environmental factors and chemicals and we
use them all the time over many years making
them look much older than our face, which
has the most procedures and products to
treat the effects of aging and enhance facial
beauty.

How do you treat them?
Special dermal fillers for the hands can restore
the volume and cover the veins and muscle
wasting on the back of our hands making
them look younger and healthier.

Useful Information
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Procedure time:

30 minutes

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

immediately

Duration:

12–18 months

Side effects:

mild swelling and bruising

Pain:

numbness cream applied

High street clinic price:

£400–£600

Youth Doctor model:

£150
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6. Smoker’s lines

What are smoker’s lines?
They are the lines between the nose and upper lip that give us an aging appearance.
We have a muscle around our mouth called the orbicularis oris which we use to
move the mouth when drinking from a cup or bottle, smoking and applying lipstick.
All of these movements make the muscle stronger and combined with the natural
aging process, make these lines appear even when we are resting, becoming deeper
and more prominent when we use our mouth.

I don’t smoke so why do I have smoker’s lines?
Because we use our mouth to drink, talk, apply lipstick, use a straw and whistle we get
these lines. They are called smoker’s lines because they are more prominent in smokers.

How are they treated?
A combination of Botox and fillers can treat these lines making them softer and less angry.

Useful Information
Procedure time:

10 minutes for Botox alone, 20–25 minutes for
both Botox and fillers

Back to work:

immediately

Onset of results:

14 days. You might start seeing results in 7 days

Duration:

12–18 months

Side effects:

minimal bruising may appear that resolves within
1–2 days and can be easily covered with makeup

Pain:

hardly noticeable

High street clinic price:

£140–£220

Youth Doctor model:

£85

www.theyouthdoctoracademy.co.uk
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Photos before and after treatment will be taken to complete your medical records.
If you don’t want us to publish them on our social media, please inform us and we
will respect your wishes.
Payment should be made in full before the course.
If you are a last minute model who shows up on the day, payment must be made in
full before the treatment will commence.
Documentation: you will have to sign all the papers before treatment.
Medical History: a complete and accurate medical history, including allergies should
be provided. Any incorrect or missing information would be your responsibility and
we will not accept any responsibility with regard to wrong, incomplete or missing
information.
Cancellation: any cancellation made less than 72 hours before the course date will
be non-refundable. However, we can book you onto another course as a model; a
£50 administration fee will be payable.
If a cancellation is made more than 72 hours before the course date, then a refund
will be made minus a £50 administration fee. If you wish we can book you on to
another course; a £50 administration fee will still apply.
Review: If you think you need a review after treatment, then we will book you an
appointment 2 weeks from the treatment. Any correction or top up treatment will
be subject to a cost.
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